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Summary
A number of ﬁelds in the vicinity of Charlton Farm in the parish of Hemington, Somerset
have been surveyed by geophysics to investigate the archaeology. This has been done as part
of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society’s continuing Blacklands Project, centred
on nearby Upper Row Farm.
The original purpose of the work described here was to learn more about the mediaeval
settlement of Charlton, mentioned in 1316, and to establish whether there was earlier
settlement indicated by the curvature of the road and bridleway around the farm. The
survey did ﬁnd traces of prehistoric settlement though this was outside the curve of the
road. Mediaeval settlement was concentrated in the area to the east and south of the farm,
with the area to the north apparently an open ﬁeld. This suggests that the circular hedgeline
is post-mediaeval. A substantial building was discovered on the steep slope to the south of
Charlton Farm. It is unclear without excavation whether this is Roman or mediaeval. The
very southwest part of the area showed signs of being part of an open ﬁeld previously. The
survey seems therefore to have located the ‘vill’ of Charlton, the settlement and its ﬁelds.
The results of this survey will be incorporated into the Blacklands project.
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Preface
The geophysical survey described here is a part of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society’s
Blacklands Project, centred on nearby Upper Row Farm, but represents a separate sub-project aimed
at clarifying the prehistoric and mediaeval settlement patterns centred on Charlton Farm. The
results of this survey will be incorporated into the Blacklands project.The farm is most famous (or
infamous!) as the place where John Tucker committed suicide in 1747; he was buried at the remote
cross roads opposite the Tucker’s Grave Inn. There is a reference to a ‘vill’ (settlement with its own
ﬁelds) at Charlton within Hemington parish in 1316. This sub-project was aimed at locating the
mediaeval settlement and ﬁnding whether the strangely circular hedgeline surrounding the farm
represented the site of a prehistoric enclosure, perhaps even a small hillfort.
Thanks to the cooperation of the landowners, we were able to survey an area of approximately 25
acres (10 ha) between May 2005 and June 2006 to gain a better understanding of this landscape
and add the results to our expanding knowledge of the district. The answers came out very
differently from the starting expectations, but that is the nature of research.
Note that the instruments only provide measurements, and that the interpretation of these results
is entirely subjective, based on experience. Only excavation can reveal the true nature of what lies
below the ground and, sometimes, the ‘exciting’ archaeology suggested by the survey turns into
features much more modern and mundane. However, surveying is rapid, and gives a good basis for
predicting the archaeology.
The project was led by John Oswin, Geophysics Team Leader, with Jayne Lawes, Director of
Excavations, ably and willingly assisted by Owen Dicker, Margaret Nuth, Peter Rideal, Laurie Scott,
Les Hayes, Roger Vaughan and Bridget Hetzel, even through the winter weather. Keith Turner
prepared the print-outs. Gill Holt prepared the working version of the 1840 Tithe survey and map.
Jude Harris edited the ﬁnal draft. Thanks also to Rodger Fooks of the Trowbridge Metal Detector
Society for his supporting role.
Thanks most of all to landowners Gordon Hendy, Tony Billett, Alison Greenway and to Fi and Sil
Willcox for access to their land, and to their horses for allowing us into their paddocks.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Location
Charlton Farm lies in the east of Hemington parish in Somerset, ST 760540, some 2 km from
Hemington village centre and approximately 1 km southeast of the crossroads on the A366 at
Tucker’s Grave Inn.
The farm is 126 m above sea level (Ordnance Datum, OD) on the edge of a plateau which extends
northwards, but the ground slopes steeply to the south, down to a stream at 100m OD. The ground
then rises over the slight ridge of Hunger Hill before descending to the Wheel Brook over the land
surveyed as part of the Lower Row Roman Villa project, described in a previous publication. The
location is shown in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1. Location of surveyed area around Charlton Farm

The ﬁelds included in this survey (taking names from the 1840 Tithe survey) were:
Charlton Farm Geophysical Survey 1

•
•
•
•

South and west of Hammer Lane: Stub Vens (westernmost) and Spring Vens.
East of Hammer Lane: Wollis Orchard, and the top, rough part of Horlers.
North-east: The large paddock now including Farthings, Turnip Close and part of Normeads.
North: The paddock of Marrowpole Cottage and those immediately to its west which are part
of Charlton Farm. (Only half of the paddocks in Charlton Farm could be surveyed because of
time constraints). This area is called Gay’s Meadow on the Tithe survey.

Figure 1.2 below shows the survey area and ﬁeld names.

Figure 1.2. Field names and area included in the survey, shown on the Tithe map of 1840. Italic writing indicates names taken from the Tithe survey. Some ﬁeld boundaries have been altered since then. Blacklands,
the centre of the main project, is also shown.
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1.2 Geology
The area is underlain by Forest Marble, a Jurassic iron-rich shelly limestone. This is a useful and
attractive building stone which can be readily extracted from the ground – indeed, there are areas of
quarrying within this survey. The steep slope marks the line of the Hardington Fault.
1.3 Historical Background
The survey was conducted between May 2005 and June 2006 as part of the continuing survey of
the locality, using a magnetometer, resistance meter and electronic distancing meter.
Study of any map of this area of Hemington parish from 1:50,000 upwards in scale reveals how
Charlton Farm is enclosed through approximately 270º (three quarters of a circumference) by
circular lanes. To the north and east, this forms the lane from the A366 at Tucker’s Grave towards
Lullington, and to the south this is a bridleway which runs to Chickwell Farm. Suggestions have
been made, but not substantiated, that these lanes are following the ramparts of an incomplete,
minor Iron Age hillfort, especially as the farm sits atop a steep hill.
The earliest historical reference to Hemington comes in the Domesday Book, which rates the
manor at 21 hides and a value of £19, very large indeed by Somerset standards. It also records a
high population of 26 main households, 8 cottager households and 11 slaves. The manor was held
by Baldwin of Meules, Sheriff of Exeter, one of very few properties any signiﬁcant distance from
Devon. Exon Domesday also records that 1 hide was pasture held in common with Hardington
(now identiﬁed as the Cindermeads) and that there was extensive farming of sheep and goats in the
manor. The high value and extensive lands and big population recorded suggest that the Domesday
manor was very much the same as the present large parish in extent.
Domesday distinguishes between the lands of the Lord of the Manor (8 hides) and that held by the
populace. Much of the latter is assumed to be the folk-land (now Faulkland) and may also include
some of the area around Charlton and Row.
The name Charlton is Anglo-Saxon and implies ‘Town of the Ceorls’. The ceorls were independent
landowners of moderate wealth and good standing, roughly akin to the Yeoman Farmers of the
seventeenth century onwards. ‘Town’, at that time, implied a small settlement with sufﬁcient land to
maintain it.
The only known mediaeval reference to Charlton is in the Nomina Villarum of 1316 (published
in Kirby’s Quest, Volume 3 of the Somerset Record Society, 1889), which refers to the manor of
Hemington having separate ‘vills’ at Faulkland and Charlton. ‘Vill’ also implies a settlement with its
own lands. The present settlement of Faulkland was set up by charter in 1263, but Charlton, by its
name, must be earlier than this.
Charlton cannot then be distinguished from the rest of Hemington until the production of the
Tithe map in 1840 (ﬁgure 1.3). This numbers and names all ﬁelds, listing the landowner, tenant,
crop and value of each. By then, most of the parish was in the hands of Lord Poltimore, that is the
Bamfylde family who had ﬁrst acquired neighbouring Hardington in the sixteenth century. The
Tithe map has an inscription saying it was based on an earlier map but that has perished. Two areas
stood out on the Tithe map as being separate from the Poltimore holding: one was Faulkland, which
was still a higgledy-piggledy mass of individually owned strip ﬁelds, and the other was the southCharlton Farm Geophysical Survey 3

Figure 1.3. Tithe map of 1840 showing land ownership. Much of the manor was owned then by the
Bamﬁelds of Hardington, but Folk Land (Faulkland) stands out as a patchwork of small ﬁelds owned
individually.

Figure 1.4. Conjectural map of the sub-estates of Hemington mediaeval manor. Dark patches in each subestate indicate settlement areas.
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eastern corner around Row, which was also held in smaller parcels, shown in ﬁgure 1.3. Much of the
land around Charlton Farm was held by Lord Poltimore and tenanted by the Phippen family, with the
farmhouse occupied by the Dovells, but this merged without clear boundary into the tenancies of Row.
By studying the tenancies, it has been possible to draw up a map of the various sub-estates of
Hemington which formed the full mediaeval manor, and this is shown below in ﬁgure 1.4. It must
be stressed, however, that this is conjectural and has not been substantiated. Each would have had
its own lands. Hemington village was too far away to have been the single population and farming
centre for the manor.
The ﬁeld names on the Tithe map can also be a useful source of information but in this case they do
not give much extra information about the mediaeval or earlier ﬁeld pattern, although the one called
‘Normeads’ to the north of Charlton Farm probably indicates the northern meadows of the settlement.
.
1.4 Scope
This document concentrates only on the interpretation of the geophysics surveyed in the ﬁelds
shown in ﬁgure 1.2, relating to Charlton. A number of other ﬁelds nearby have also been surveyed,
and there are many more still awaiting survey, but they do not form part of this study.
These may, in due course, provide a wider context and add extra information to the story of the
development of the Charlton settlement, and even cause this story to be re-written, but we will be
limited here to an interpretation of the surveys carried out between May 2005 and June 2006 in the
ﬁelds listed earlier.
The information generated in this project will be added to that accumulated from the locality for a
full report in the future. This will include the work at Charlton. There are many more sites around
Hemington parish to be surveyed before that report can be written.
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2

Method

The Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society (BACAS) possesses a ground resistance meter and
a magnetometer for geophysical survey, and an electronic distancing meter (EDM) which provides
relative distances and heights. This is used to build up a contour survey of each ﬁeld, so that its
relief is understood. These instruments are described in more detail in Appendix B.
Heights were measured relative to the bench mark on the wall of the derelict stone building
opposite Marrowpole Cottage which is 126.68 meters above Ordnance Datum. This enabled us to
obtain absolute heights above sea level.
We also used a hand-held GPS meter to identify the National Grid coordinates at the centre point
of our survey and to gain an approximate measure of height. This is sufﬁciently accurate for setting
up maps, but as it calculates only to the nearest ﬁve metres, it is not sufﬁciently accurate for laying
out the grid.
BACAS grids each ﬁeld into 20 metre squares. In each square, it sets up 20 lines, each of 40 half
meter points, one metre apart, giving 800 points per square. Normally, the surveyor starts in the
south-west and works north up the ﬁrst line, returning south down the next east line and so on
until the square is ﬁnished. Starting point and direction can be altered if there is some particular
beneﬁt.
Normal procedure is to start one row in from the western edge, ﬁnishing on the eastern edge, and to
start one point north of the southern base line, ﬁnishing on the northern base line. This ensures that
grids ﬁt together with no gaps and no overlap.
BACAS also surveys the part squares at the edges of the grid to ensure no information is lost. In
the case of the resistance meter, the survey is done right up to the ﬁeld edge. The magnetometer
may have to stop short of the edge if there is an iron fence, which will interfere with readings. It is
normal with the magnetometer to survey part squares of at least 400 readings because of its poorer
control functions.
Fields will thus normally be surveyed in their entirety with both instruments. This rule was broken
in one case here as a very heavy summer schedule only permitted the surveying of about half of the
Charlton Farm paddock area, although with both instruments.
Our surveys bear comparison with that of any professional group but, because we are not
constrained by time and money and rely on volunteer help, we are able to do a more extensive and
thorough survey. The two instruments provide complementary information, and it is not normally
possible to know in advance which one will produce the most useful data. This also means that
BACAS surveys provide more information than most.
Interim results are available at the end of each session, following data download to a laptop
computer. This was usually done in the tailgate of the car as soon as the survey had ﬁnished for
the day. BACAS uses Geoquest INSITE software for downloading and interpreting the data.
Interpretation of the data is a more subjective matter, and can be affected by adjustments to
the display. The interpretation here is solely the responsibility of the author. Note also that the
geophysics data cannot interpret itself. A guess may be made at the meaning and date of any
feature and its date, based on the shape of the patterns shown, but only excavation can conﬁrm the
interpretation.
6 Charlton Farm Geophysical Survey

The ﬁnal results are normally displayed overlaid on a map, with contours, scale and north arrow.
Results are given for each instrument individually, and may also be combined on to a single map
to aid interpretation. Individual instrument maps are included in this report, as is an interpretation
map.
The clearest picture is usually obtained when the data are being processed in INSITE as the operator can adjust each grid to optimise the data viewed in it, though they may then have to adjust it
back to obtain a more consistent overall picture. Consequently some of the features noticed during the download cannot be seen clearly on the ﬁnal printouts included in this document. All the
features described in the text are indicated by numbers in the text (for instance, [5]) and the points
are annotated on the maps, although the feature viewed during download may not be clearly visible
on the map.
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Figure 3.1. Magnetometer Survey
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3

Results

3.1 Magnetometer
The magnetometer provided more data on the plateau region than on the steep slopes below
Charlton Farm (the survey is shown complete in ﬁgure 3.1 opposite). Description of anomalies will
start at the north and work southwards. Modern pipes with ﬂowing water show very clearly as lines
of black and white patches, and are excluded from the archaeological discussion.
The northern portion of Farthings shows a number of individual anomalies, but these do not form
any pattern. However, further east, there appear a number of stripes [1], typically ten metres apart,
and on an approximately east–west alignment and these are taken to be remnants of mediaeval ridge
and furrow ploughing no longer visible on the surface.
The southern portion of this ﬁeld contains a number of areas of magnetic anomaly, often in circular
patterns [2], which suggest the presence of pre-historic settlement. This pattern is most dense
immediately opposite Marrowpole Cottage, but with separate areas to the north, to the north-east
and to the south. There are also signs of a possible round house in Marrowpole Cottage Paddock [3}
and possibly a rectangular building immediately to the south of it.
There are also signs of more ridge and furrow aligned east–west [4], extending into Charlton Farm
Paddocks.
To the south of Row Lane in Wollis Orchard, a number of rectangular alignments may be associated
with the mediaeval settlement of Charlton [5]. There are further lines to the south extending into
the top of Horlers. A curving ditch line at the south end of the portion of Horlers surveyed may
indicate a boundary ditch [6].
The top part of Spring Vens shows a ditch line [7] heading east and then turning north, but the
bank of this is still clearly visible on the ground and is seen better in the resistance survey. To the
southeast of this are signs of magnetic disturbance but with no clear indication of their origin [8].
Other marks are either magnetic interference or calibration problems. Stub Vens mainly shows
interference, particularly from a water pipe in the northwest quarter, but there are signs of ridge and
furrow, aligned north–south, in the southwest foot of the ﬁeld, and the ridge and furrow [9] appears
to extend under the hedge into the next ﬁeld west (Mead Vens, not surveyed).

3.2 Resistance Survey
As with the magnetometer survey, description will start at the north and work southwards. The
resistance survey was generally more successful towards the southern part of the area.
Earthworks are visible on the ground at the far northern end of Farthings, but these have been
attributed to modern quarrying [10]. The confused patterns of strong resistance signals tend to
conﬁrm this. At the eastern end of the north part of Farthings are strong east–west lines, similar to
those seen with the magnetometer, and these are assumed to be more signs of mediaeval ridge and
furrow ploughing. There are a few points in this ﬁeld where short alignments do not correspond
to the plough lines or to the grid. These may represent buildings, part of the mediaeval ‘vill’ of
Charlton, although they are well scattered across the ﬁeld [11].
Charlton Farm Geophysical Survey 9

Figure 3.2 Resistance Survey
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To the west, there is a possible rectangular building in Marrowpole Cottage Paddock [12], but this
is not clearly distinguished from ridge and furrow plough lines which continue west into Charlton
Farm Paddocks. White lines in the paddocks represent modern water and drain lines.
A number of rectangular features show in Wollis Orchard, to the south of Row Lane [13]. There
appears to be a pair of buildings in the north part of the orchard, and other lines may represent
property boundaries. Lines continue south into Horlers under the fence [14], with a building
possibly diagonal to the road. The southern part of the rough portion of Horlers surveyed shows a
rectangular patch known to be a building from trial excavations by University of Bristol students in
May 2002 [15]. This building had a hearth dated archaeomagnetically to 1500 AD. The southern
edge of the rough portion of Horlers is marked by a wall line, a steep embankment on the ground,
possibly the southern bound of the settlement [16], although it does not quite correspond with the
alignment of the feature detected by magnetometer.
Horlers is separated from Spring Vens by Hammer Lane, which forms a deep hollow way as it
ascends the hill. The survey of Spring Vens also included the grassy portion beyond the fence up to
the farmyard, although next to Hammer Lane the ground has been disturbed too much to be worth
surveying. At the very top of the hill are a series of rectangular features in a line, each about ten
metres square [17]. These look like buildings, and the structures continue on to the top of the slope
almost up to the present farmyard but are too big for a roof to span, so are probably some form of
stock enclosures; however, they do not show on any modern map. A drain runs centrally from them
down the hill. Dark lines mark the edge of an enclosure [18] still visible on the ground, although
this was not shown as a separate ﬁeld in 1840. Below this, a strong line divides the ﬁeld east–west
into two [19]. This is just visible on the ground. A modern drain is known to follow this line, but
the strong, wide signal also suggests a wall line.
Just below the enclosure [18] is a small rectangular enclosure and to the east of this are large
buildings [20]. These have been truncated by Hammer Lane, which is in a deep hollow-way some
three metres below ﬁeld level at this point. A drain seems to leave the bottom of the building,
corresponding possibly with the magnetometer feature [8]. The buildings appear to be of massive
stone construction and may be of either Roman or mediaeval or post-mediaeval date. There are no
signs of these buildings on the 1840 Tithe map. Metal detecting in this ﬁeld yielded only mediaeval
ﬁnds, although this included a penny of Edward III close to this building. Full dating would require
excavation.
There are signs of drains [21] entering the ﬁeld near its bottom, and it appears that the present
lower edge of the ﬁeld has been extended southwards beyond an old wall line and a previous stream
course. There are signs of a curving wall and an enclosure, possibly with a small building on the
west side of this ﬁeld at the bottom [22].
Stub Vens showed less activity. It lies slightly lower than Spring Vens, with a noticeable bank on
the west boundary of Spring Vens, particularly in its lower portions. There appears to be a small
building in the north-west corner [23], although this has been bisected by a modern water pipe
to the water trough nearby. There are also signs of small buildings [24] on the eastern side of the
ﬁeld. A line continues from the hedge at the southwestern ‘foot’ of the ﬁeld across to Spring Vens,
suggesting a ﬁeld boundary has been removed [25]. From the Tithe Map, this had gone by 1840.
There are also signs of a hollow way [26], extending from the small building on the east side
midway down, to the modern gateway at the bottom of the ﬁeld.
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Discussion

The survey covered an area which was substantial but not entire. It is possible that areas not
included in the survey could add new information which would change the story told in this
document. Some ﬁelds close by will be surveyed as part of the continuing Blacklands Project and
these may add to the Charlton story, but not all of the original story can be retrieved. For instance,
the immediate environs of Charlton Farm have been built up over a long period of time and are
now beyond archaeology. It may be that there was settlement earlier where the present buildings
are but that information is now lost. Indeed, the Somerset Historic Environment Record notes the
ﬁnding of an early Roman period coin (now lost) during works early last century, but that cannot be
related to the present survey.
The core of the farmhouse would, from superﬁcial inspection, appear to date from the sixteenth
century but much construction since then has expanded the buildings greatly. It is supposed to
include the barn where John Tucker committed suicide in 1747 – giving the name to the Tucker’s
Grave Inn (although that building also appears to have an earlier core) at a nearby crossroads far
removed from the parish church.
The sixteenth century was a period of much change in farming, and saw the yeoman farmer come
to prominence as an independent landowner of moderate wealth, somewhat akin to the eponymous
Saxon ‘ceorl’. The building of a new farmhouse would not be unusual at that time.
The only excavation to date within the survey area was a small training test pit in the rough
ground at the top of Horlers, undertaken as part of a training session for undergraduate students
from Bristol University during the ﬁlming of the BBC2 ‘Time Flyers’ programme in May 2002. This
uncovered part of a well-built building with a hearth, which was dated archaeomagnetically to a last ﬁring
about AD1500 (this work has not been published). It may be that the present farmhouse replaced that
building or it may be a replacement for the whole settlement and not just the one building.
The hearth is the one ﬁrm piece of dating. All other dates are inferred from the patterns seen. This
poses problems with the buildings observed by resistance survey in Stub Vens, and particularly in
Spring Vens. Either Roman or mediaeval date could be attributed to these structures, and it would
need excavation to resolve them.
The following illustration, ﬁgure 4.1, shows the features believed to be prehistoric, and those
believed to be mediaeval or Roman, superimposed on a modern map which shows the postmediaeval features. It must be understood, however, that this is only the interpretation of the
author, based on the patterns shown on the screen, and cannot be substantiated without excavation.
The principal area of prehistoric activity is to the east of Marrowpole cottage, on the east side of the
lane in Farthings ﬁeld. There appear to be satellites of activity in the immediate vicinity, possibly
stretching into Marrowpole Cottage Paddock but not further west. It may possibly be linked to the
large area of prehistoric activity now under excavation on Blacklands, some 400 metres to the east.
The area of activity is almost entirely outside the ring formed by the road and bridleway, although
Marrowpole Cottage Paddock is within the ring. This suggests that the ring is a later feature,
unrelated to the activity, and therefore unlikely to be Iron Age.
The Roman period may be represented by the large building in Spring Vens, and possibly by the
small building in the northwest corner of Stub Vens, as the latter seems to have internal room
12 Charlton Farm Geophysical Survey

Figure 4.1. Interpretation of geophysics features around Charlton Farm
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divisions. However, it is small, and it has been disturbed by laying a water pipe, so it provides little
ﬁrm information.
The large building in Spring Vens is certainly associated with the small but well-deﬁned rectangular
enclosure immediately to its west, and probably associated with the large rectangular enclosure
above it and the wall line which bisects the present ﬁeld. The building does not have a recognised
‘Roman Villa’ plan but it is substantially built. It may consist of two buildings, the eastern one of
which has partially collapsed into Hammer Lane though there is no sign of masonry in the bank
of Hammer Lane here. Without better information it is assumed to be Roman in date, along with
the big enclosure, but this is subject to doubt and excavation could show it to be much later. The
structures inside the enclosure, on the crest of the hill, are taken to be farm structures and assumed
to be modern, although they do not show on any map (1840 to present day).
The main area of domestic activity of mediaeval date is under Wollis Orchard and the top of
Horlers, on the east side of Hammer Lane and south of Row Lane, just on the edge of the plateau
before the ground falls steeply to the south. Rectangular features, showing particularly in the
resistance survey, suggest that this was the settlement of Charlton described in 1316. Limited trial
excavation has certainly shown the presence of one building and there appear to be others. However,
one at least, lying partly in both ﬁelds, seems to lie diagonally to the others so may be of a different
date. The southern edge of the top, rough part of Horlers is marked now by a steep bank, and
there appears to be a wall line under this which may mark the southern bound of the settlement.
However, the magnetometer marks a ditch line, which does not correspond with the wall line.
Perhaps this ditch marks the bound of the original Saxon settlement which is otherwise lost under
later activity.
It may be that geophysical survey of the main part of Horlers ﬁeld, due in the winter of 2006, may
change this picture and show more mediaeval activity on the slopes.
There are some signs of buildings scattered to the north and west through Farthings, and it is
assumed that these are outbuildings of the settlement. There are also possible signs (but not
conﬁrmed) of a rectangular building in Marrowpole Cottage Paddock and of a couple of structures
in Stub Vens (other than the one mentioned above). These are also taken to be outbuildings
associated with the mediaeval settlement.
The other main feature of note is the set of lines assumed to be ploughlines running approximately
east-west from the eastern edge of Farthings through into Charlton Farm Paddocks. These suggest
that this area was once an open ﬁeld, and that the ring formed by lane and bridleway is a later
feature imposed on these. The ploughlines are not visible close to the lane on the eastern side and
perhaps have been ploughed away by later activity; certainly the ground level here is lower than that
within the ring. However, the signs of prehistoric activity have survived.
The Farthings ﬁeld is then taken with the paddocks to be part of the North Field of mediaeval
Charlton, with the North Meads (Normeads) beyond it.
In the southwest foot of Stub Vens, signs of north–south ploughlines are taken to indicate the base
of another open ﬁeld, part of the South Field of mediaeval Charlton, now overlaid with later ﬁeld
boundaries. This ﬁeld would have been quite steep, but its southern aspect probably gave it an
advantage over the ﬂat but windswept North Field on the plateau. However, this is conjecture, as we
have no records to support this story.
14 Charlton Farm Geophysical Survey

5

Conclusions

The three-quarter circular ring formed by the lane and bridleway may look reminiscent of an Iron
Age enclosure but prehistoric activity seems to ignore it, as does the mediaeval ploughing. It is
therefore taken to be a post-mediaeval conceit, probably associated with the ﬁrst building of the
present Charlton Farm house.
The mediaeval settlement of Charlton, described as a ‘vill’ in 1316, is under Wollis Orchard and the
top part of Horlers ﬁeld, to the east of the present farm. The Saxon settlement is probably under
this.
The mediaeval ‘vill’ had open ﬁelds, the south one on the steep south-facing slope, the north one on
the plateau, with meadow to the north of this.
The large building in Spring Vens and its associated enclosure (still visible) are probably Roman in
date, but it needs trial excavations to conﬁrm or refute this (it may be much later). The features in
the enclosure are probably modern farming enclosures. Hammer Lane has cut deeply here, through
at least part of one building. It will also be interesting to see if any features appear in Horlers on the
opposite side of the lane.
The landscape of the ﬁelds visible today is of post-mediaeval origin.
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Appendix A
Geophysics and the Blacklands Project
The main thrust of the BACAS geophysics work is to support the excavations at Blacklands, Upper
Row, Hemington (400 metres to the east of Charlton Farm) by elucidating the past landscapes of
the Wheel Brook Valley, although the team is also available to help any members of the society in
their private projects.
This sub-project around Charlton Farm is part of the Blacklands Project, which has already seen the
survey of some 100 acres (40 ha) in the valley. This appendix brieﬂy describes the other features of
note discovered by geophysics in this area.
To the north of Farthings is an enclosed ﬁeld, Strawbridge, which faces north and runs down to a
stream leading eventually to the Wellow Brook. This had been expected to shows signs of a Roman
building, but no clear image was obtained. There was a possible building and also a roadway
heading north.
Blacklands was ﬁrst investigated by geophysics in 2000, and yielded an array of prehistoric and
Roman features. On the southern side of the ﬁeld is extensive prehistoric settlement, partly in a
large circular enclosure now known to head south into Hillbrow Farm. On the north side, an early
Roman villa sat in an earlier rectangular enclosure. To the east, rectangular ﬁeld boundaries head
through the modern hedgelines. The recent visit by Time Team (May 2006) has conﬁrmed the
presence of a second Roman building to the west of the circular enclosure. There was possibly a
third Roman villa in the southeast quarter.
To the southwest, the Caravan Field had a corner of a rectangular enclosure, which headed into
Hillbrow Farm.
To the south of this, the orchard had a dividing wall across it, with a small building to the north.
The wall headed west into the paddock and turned southwest. There were at least two building
platforms above this wall. Beyond its western terminus in Badcox Field was a large rectangular
building, of unknown date, containing a circular room some eight metres in diameter. This sat in
the lowest part of the ﬁeld, on the watershed of streams heading west under Spring Vens and east
through the farm.
To the east of the farm in Home Field, a building which has been partially excavated lay across the old
stream line. There are a number of earthworks in this ﬁeld. The ﬁeld beyond to the east, Three House
Field, shows remains of two structures by the stream, ﬁeld boundaries and drainage schemes which
continue under the hedge into Home Field, and there was a small Roman farmstead on the south ridge.
To the south of the area covered in the Charlton Farm survey, lay Lower Row Roman Villa. This
was on the other side of Hunger Hill from Spring Vens, and the site ran down to the Wheel Brook
in a steep valley. An area, roughly 22 acres (9 ha), was surveyed. A large villa, some 40 metres long,
overlying an earlier enclosure was revealed. There was also a small building with an apsidal end some
120 metres to the south-west of the villa, and probably associated with it. Outbuildings and villa
gardens ran down to an engineered water course off the brook. There was also a mediaeval farmstead
to the east, next to Hammer Lane, at the bottom of the hill. The site is scheduled, requiring English
Heritage permission to survey, and a detailed report was prepared for them.
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Some three kilometres to the east of Charlton Farm is Peart Wood. The site of a large Roman villa
was surveyed to the east of this, up to the B3110 road at Springﬁeld Farm. The villa was massive,
some 80 metres in frontage, with wings. The west wing had been rebuilt at least twice. The site of a
possible bath house was observed ﬁfty meters to the southwest.
Trial excavations in 2004 conﬁrmed the massive villa structure, and found a hypocaust reﬁlled
with painted plaster and mosaic fragments, suggesting deliberate demolition. A later roadway had
smashed straight through the main wing. Another road, previously thought to be the Roman road
from Poole to Bath, ran through a Roman feature near the villa, suggesting it was of later date. Field
boundaries probably pre-dating the villa were observed. This survey has been reported as a short
note in the Proceedings of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society.
Just across the county boundary, at Short Street, near Westbury, a site of Roman pottery kilns has
been surveyed.
A small survey was done as a demonstration as part of Hemington Open Weekend in July 2006.
This showed signs of a previous property, now gone, behind Healey House, and also signs of an
earlier, Saxon, church protruding from under the east end of the chancel of Hemington Church.
There are many more sites yet to be surveyed in the locality as part of the BACAS Blacklands project.

Appendix B
The Equipment we used
The Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society (BACAS) posses a magnetometer and a ground
resistance meter for geophysical survey. It also possesses an electronic distancing meter (EDM)
which provides relative distances and heights. This is used to build up a contour survey of each ﬁeld,
so that its relief is understood.
Magnetometer
BACAS has an FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer for magnetic survey. This allows rapid surveys for
magnetic anomalies as the ﬂuxgates detect changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld within a small
fraction of a second. Fluxgates only detect through their main axis, and if they are set vertically,
they only detect the vertical component of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, but that is ﬁne in northern
latitudes. The second installed ﬂuxgate provides a signal which is subtracted from the ﬁrst, so that
any motional effects are cancelled out, and only the signal from static effects is monitored.
The magnetometer requires the operator to be non-magnetic and to keep sufﬁcient distance from
any iron object, such as a fence or a car, to obtain real results. Each 20 metre grid is completed in
12 – 15 minutes. The need to dress non-magnetically and its rapid operation limit the number of
people prepared to operate it. The FM36 device is subject to occasional calibration problems, now
solved in later devices, so that some grids may yield no useful information, but may appear only as
light and dark stripes.
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The magnetometer detects minute changes in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld of 50,000 nT, down to 0.1
nT , which may be caused either by intense heat re-setting the local ﬁeld (detection of hearths) or
intrusion of topsoil into an area of subsoil (detection of pits and ditches). The device will also detect
water running in pipes which produces interference in the magnetic ﬁeld, appearing as a line of
light and dark stripes.
Resistance Meter

BACAS has a TR/CIA twin-probe resistance meter. This is slower and harder work physically
to operate than the magnetometer, but it requires no special dress and is not perturbed by other
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ﬁelds, so it is more readily used by all operators. It sends a small electrical current into the ground
and collects the current at a remote probe. It also measures the voltage between probes to calculate
an electrical resistance. It detects apparent increase in electrical resistance caused by the presence
of high-resistance materials, such as stone, close to the probes on its mounting frame, and is thus
complementary to the magnetometer in terms of survey, as it can detect masonry walls. It requires
typically 30 minutes to complete a 20 metre square. Its controls readily allow survey of part squares
close to the edge of the survey.
Electronic Distancing Meter (EDM)

BACAS has a Wild Distomat 1600 EDM, which uses a laser to determine the distance from itself to
a reﬂective target. Once a grid reference and compass bearing have been entered, the device can also
provide Eastings and Northings. It can also measure height relative to itself. If this is taken from a
local bench mark, it calculates height above sea level. Heights and positions of the points measured
can be used to make a contour map.
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